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The basic energy of your chart emphasizes the mental and physical over the spiritual and 
emotional. Your primary motivations are those affecting the mind and body — 
communication, thought, physical sensation, gravity — with the effects of the mental on the 
physical standing above all else for you. Your life has been and will continue to be marked 
by surprises, dynamism, and growth-oriented ideas. You’re a perpetual child with a secure 
sense of entitlement to anything within your possession, never questioning that the world is 
yours to shape and mold as you see fit. You’re not afraid of the fight, since you know that it 
brings resolution and harmony. Your neck and throat are both your strength and your 
weakness. Emeralds and copper speak to you, and pale blue and mauve compliment you. 

You explore yourself through what’s around you. You develop strong connections with 
people — spiritual partnerships — through whom you find balance and reward… when your 
relationships with them are made manifest in a disciplined manner. You’re often 
disappointed and experience a fair (or what may seem unfair) amount of controversy. When 
who you are no longer serves you, you simply reinvent yourself, and you always know 
exactly when you should do that. Your mind is constantly active, and you see no difference 
between dreams and truth. 

The face you show is the way you nurture, by which I mean that while you come across as 
cool and mellow once someone gets to know you they realize you’re constantly crackling 
with energy, but when you’re caring for someone your wisdom and devotion flow freely and 
soothingly. You love idealistically, and believe wholeheartedly that the potential you see in 
your loved ones can be brought to fruition if they can accept your understanding and 
pragmatic encouragement. 

You find opportunities for reinvention of the way you’re perceived through your illusions and 
the hidden things that motivate you, readily leaving behind your past and that which you’ve 
brought into the world. You’re comfortable with the recreation of your appearance, and 
lucky in the way it comes together. People around you see growth when you apply yourself 
to healthful deprivations, such as fasting or abstinence from a favored activity, but are often 
rubbed the wrong way when you express quixotic opinions about the way the home should 
be run. It’s through these opinions though that you find fortunate, if challenging, 
opportunities to set aside the things you misperceive and transform yourself. 

Your home is your castle, and for you, more than most, home really is where the heart is. 
When there’s a physical structure involved, it will show very clearly who you are in it’s 
décor. Mostly though, home is with whomever you love. You find this to be an obstacle in 
terms of your reputation and are often forced to justify your transience, but luck tends to 
follow you as you move from place to place, perhaps because those justifications always 
make perfect sense to you and it’s hard to argue with someone who has no question about 
what they’re doing. However, your greater good fortune will remain elusive until you can 
find a balance between your nomadic nature and your need for a home base, which will be 
found with those few who understand that your empathy and ability to ease the suffering of 
others arise out of pain you carry. That pain is what guides you in knowing when to give 
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things up, and informs your intuition in ways that will lead you to the career and reputation 
you desire. 

Money for you, and possessions, are important only in what they allow you to convey to 
others. External pressure to find financial stability often causes you tension and anxiety. 
You use things and money thoughtfully, but prefer not to dwell on their presence or absence 
in your life. 

Your style of communication is loving and wise, but too often the act of trying to 
communicate leads to feelings of depression and defeat. Avoid exhaustion and frustration by 
limiting your efforts to those things that will have an effect on your legacy, those people 
who attract and fulfill you, and those issues that pertain to the hopes, dreams, and wishes 
of your friends and the wider world. 

You will always bring teenaged energy to your home and family, even when you’re the 
eldest member thereof. It’s through this eternally revolutionary, growth- and discovery-
oriented mindset that you’ll find the constant renewal you need, and where your status will 
be increased. Your thoughtful decision-making and sense of ceremony lead you to take 
action where your family is concerned, and while others may question your choices you’re 
always prepared to stand behind them except where you’ve willfully disregarded your 
intuition in making them. Doing so holds you back and leaves you blocked in gaining what 
the experience was meant to offer until whatever price the universe sees fit to exact has 
been paid. 

Your creative and sexual energies require regular reformation. Your incurable pain revolves 
around the inner conflict you’re constantly analyzing regarding these aspects of your life, 
but it’s also what creates the compassion through which you’re able to help others heal, 
which in turn opens the door for advancement in your career and inner health. 
Unconventional approaches to the home and it’s workings will serve both you and the world 
at large. A physically active approach in these areas brings growth within your family even 
though it will often cause you personal agitation. 

Temperance is called for in being of service to others, and a lack thereof will be reflected in 
your physical being. When it comes to cooperation, you’re at your best when dealing in 
philosophy, higher learning, and broad concepts. Fortunately, your emotional stability 
makes you gifted at successfully blending principles and making them concrete in healthy 
ways. 

Your partnerships in life will revolve around your career. Even a marriage, should you 
choose to enter into one (or more), would be about you and related to a balance you 
require in order to find bountiful prosperity (which is not to say that you won’t prosper if 
you never get married). Public improvement is found for you through associations that 
serve your own physical well-being and in which you serve others in meaningful ways. 
Communication within these collaborations is what will serve to minimize the friction that 
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will often come with transforming them, as you’ll often find yourself having to do in order to 
maintain the integrity of your product, brand, or whatever the legacy of your mutual effort 
is meant to be. The most challenging part for you will be maintaining a disciplined approach 
and giving up what you desire in order to realize the rewards of applying your energies with 
a mind to the greater good. 

Losses in your life, especially the loss of loved ones whether through death or severed 
relationships, will bring unexpected opportunities. Potential will be magnified by your 
spiritual inheritances from these separations, and your activity level will rise. The legacy you 
leave behind will arise from distributing to others what you gain through partnerships and 
the ending thereof. 

You were born with an innate awareness of social philosophies, which you’re constantly 
expanding through travel and mental exploration. The destruction of community concepts 
is, for you, only the logical first step in the creation of new ones, and you’re more than 
willing to initiate that process when the opportunity presents itself. That willingness, while 
admirable, can be detrimental to you personally if not engaged with restraint. Should you 
choose to be involved in politics, at which you would excel, you would bring revolutionary 
concepts to the table and have an unusually high success rate at bringing them to 
realization, as long as you cover all your bases and work in an honest and aboveboard way. 

Your hope is to contribute through your work in a way that makes the world a better place 
without losing who you are, and opportunities to do so will come through practice, self-
mastery, and higher learning. You are your own biggest obstacle in this process, except 
when you let intuition guide you in finding creative ways to grow through your own 
suffering. Your support of innovative approaches to social dreams, especially those involving 
technology, allows you to accomplish the expansion of both public knowledge and your own 
experience. 

Friendships, for you, must be safe in order for you to continue to choose to invest in them, 
but those friends who qualify are no less than family to you and your ideals run toward 
helping them to realize their hopes and dreams. Your approach to doing so, however, is 
anything but dreamy, being rooted instead entirely in that which is concrete and proven to 
work. You’ll put great effort into seeing them succeed, but you won’t be wasteful in the 
process. You understand that your part in their success also contributes to your own, 
although this isn’t your motive for supporting them; rather, you know that you grow by 
learning from their experiences. Sometimes your nurturance of them creates undue 
resistance in your own progress, but when it brings results your interdependence is 
rewarded with greater prosperity. 

And finally, we come to that which can cause it all to fall apart, which for you comes down 
to allowing stagnancy and loose ends to clutter up your mental landscape. This is where the 
need for discipline that’s a theme throughout your chart really comes into play. Taking the 
time to clear your mind every now and then goes a long way toward making the cumulative 
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results of your daily efforts worthwhile. Acknowledging your part in what’s been destroyed, 
no matter how painful it is to do so, allows you to have a useful hand in rebuilding it. Not 
doing so will make waves that affect your overall well-being. 

In conclusion, you’re currently in the midst of dealing with intense emotional events on the 
physical and personal levels. Let your dreams guide you in understanding what you need to 
learn here, and submit to your philosophical beliefs in order to make manifest the great 
good fortune trying to find it’s way to you through these circumstances. Love wisely, and 
don’t be afraid to be devoted to your ideals above all else. 


